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The Only Good Constitution
Is a Dead Constitution

"

CHAPTER oUTLINE

AND FOCUS QUESTIONS

The death of any well-known public official isworthy event at any time, but the pasSing of U.S.

a news- An !mperfect Document

> What were the c!rcumstances

5urr0uกdاng the framاng
oftheConst!tut!on?Supreme Court associate justice Antonin Scalia on Feb-

ruary 13, 2٥16, was especially notable for its immediate
impact in what one U.S. senator called an already "toxic”
political environment. Suddenly, in the midst of one of
the most heated and tumultuous presidential campaigns
in history, the isstre of filling a vacancy on the nation's
highest court (see Chapter 14, on the judicial branch)
became a major focus of attention.

Filling a vacancy on the Court required that the pres-
ident put forward a nominee who would then be subject
to scrutiny and a vote of the U.S. Senate. However, within
hours of the announcement that the 79-year-old justice
liad died while on a hunting trip in Texas, the majority
leader of the U.S. Senate, Republican Mitch McConnell,
announced that his party would not entertain any nomi-
nee to fi ll the vacancy from the current sitting president,
Barack Obama; instead, they would wait until after a new
president took office injanuary2017. In effect, McConnell
and his GOP colleagues in the Senate were telling the
president not to bother to put forward a nominee. She or
he would not even receive a hearing before the Senate
Judiciary Committee (part of the usual process), let alone
come up for a vote before the full body. President Obama
responded a little more tiran a montlr later by nominating
Merrick Garland, the cliief judge of a federal appeals
court, as his nominee, and the controversy sparked by
Justice Scalia’s death was set for months to come.

The Roots of the Constitution

> What were the important
traditions underlying
the Constitution?

What the Framers Did

> What do the various provisions
of the Constitution accomplish?

The Five Principles
> What are the major principles
of American constitutional ism?

The Case for—and Against-
the "Living Constitution"
>  What are the different approaches
that can be applied to making sense
of the Constitution?

< The U.S. Constitution is often seen as a framework for our political

system, establishing the guidelines and basic principles for government,
yet providing enough room for informal and formal changes. Franklin D.
Roosevelt called it "the most marvelously elastic compilation of rules of
government ever written." 37
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But as politically significant as Scalia's death was,

many students of constitutional law—that is, the

study of what provisions of tire Constitutioir mean

when applied to specific cases—would argue that his

passing might jrrove as consequential on a much

higher level. During his thirty years on the Supreme

Court, Scalia was best known for his acerbic dissents

in cases involving issues related to constitutioiral

meaning. Although he was ofteir on the losiirg side of

key decisions, his opiirions articulated a particular

approach to making sense of the Coirstitution that

was increasingly gaining sujrport throughout tire legal

profession.؛ At the time of his death, that position—
termed originalism—had emerged as a major chal-
lenge to the view that the 230-year-old document was
best understood as a “living constitution” that has
endured because it has been adapted over the years to
meet the changes and challenges of American soci-
ety. Originalism challenged this myth of tire living
constitution by making the case forjudges and otlrer
public officials to adhere to the meaning and intent of
the words used by the Coirstitution’s Framers.2

As an originalist. Scalia rvould argue that “The
only good Constitution is a dead Constitution”—one whose meaning was
“enduring” and relied on a clear understanding of what the words of the
Constitution meant at tbe time íbeỵ Tuere used لالأ tbe Framers.For  ةحعةت٦دب or
anyone else to impose their own views on those words through laws or
legal decisions, Scalia argued, would be an exercise of “unconstitutional”

autlrority. For Scalia, ifyou want to alter the meaning of the Constitution,
do it througlr the process of amending the document.

In this chapter we will take up the challenge of making sense of the
U.S. Constitution by examining both the myth of the living constitution
and its alternatives.

Given his !mportance as an advocate of const!tut!ona!
"originalism," the death of U.S. Supreme Court just؛ce
Anton!n Sca!!a in February 2016 tiad significant reper-
eussions on the 2016 presidential race.

Originalism An approach
to interpreting the
Constitution that seeks to
rely on the original
understanding of its
provisions by the Framers.

An !mperfect Document
> What were the circumstances surrounding the framing of the

Constitution?

In 1987, along with thousands of other Americans, political historian Sanford
Levinson visited an exhibit at Philadelphia's Independence Park that celebrated
the two hundredth anniversary of the Constitution. At the end of the exhibit
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was a display of the final draft of the Constitution presented to the delegates
for their acceptance or rejection on September 17, 1787. At that point. Levin-
son and other visitors to the exhibit were confronted with a sign that asked
visitors: "Will You Sign Uis Constitution?” Levinson hesitated. As a noted
authority on American constitutional history, he knew that many of the dele-
gates to the 1787 convention that drafted the document also hesitated before
putting their signatures to the very document that we now venerate-, in fact, at
least three of those present on that day refused to add their names to what they
regarded as a fundamentally flawed document. The Framers of the Constitu-
tlon, it seems, had their own doubts about this imperfect document and its
possible rejection by the states. And, even if it were ratified, several Framers
openly wondered whether it would last.3

In what ways was the proposed Constitution flawed? The answer depended,
of course, on who you were and your expectations of government. If you
wanted a democracy in which the voice of the people would be directly and
clearly represented in the laws of the land, then you would have found the
proposed arrangements difficult to accept. You would have also been disap-
pointed if you believed that every American should have an equal voice in the
national legislature. As drafted, in our constitutional system, the voices and
influence of some people are intentionally given more weight than those of
others.

For example, at the time of the founding, the state of Virginia had ten times
the population of Delaware—yet each state would have the same number of votes
in the proposed U.S. Senate. Despite changes in how senators are selected (see
the Seventeenth Amendment), the Constitution still guarantees each state two
seats in the Senate. This means that the 12 percent of the U.S. population that
live in California have the same representation—the same voice in the Senate—
as the 0.2 percent that reside in Wyoming.

If you favored the abolition of slavery or were opposed to the continuation of
the slave trade, you probably rvould have regarded the proposed Constitution as
morally flawed in how it responded to those issues. Those who came fr-om states
whose economies depended on the exploitation of slave labor were not pleased
with provisions that ended the slave trade in twenty years and would not allow
slaves to be counted as whole persons when determining representation in the
U.S. House of Representatives. In contrast, those “abolitionists” who identified
with the growing antislavery sentiments of the time found those same provisions
reprehensible.

In the eyes of those who wanted a stronger national government to deal with
the economic problems of the former colonies, the proposed Constitution did not
go far enough in clearly establishing the authority of a central government. For
those who feared too much power in the newly formed national government, the
proposed Constitution seemed to take too much authority away from the states
and failed to protect the rights of the people.

Given all these shortcomings, it is little wonder that Levinson—and many of
the Framers-was hesitant to endorse that draft. How did such a flawed docu-

ment get the support of enough delegates attending the convention to be sent
forward to the states for ratification? And how was such a controversial and
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imperfect arrangement eventua!ty ratified by enough states to become the su-
preme law of the land? More important, how has such a flawed constitutional
system remained an effective foundation for governing the United States for
more than 225 years?

The Setting for Constitutional Change
Part of the answer is that the so-called flaws and imperfections we see in the
Constitution reflect the fact that the Framers were politicians engaged in a
political act that required striking bargains and devising workable compro-
mises. Such a process leaves no one completely satisfied with the result. Thus,
we can make sense of the Constitution as a reasonable (albeit flawed) product
generated by reasonable individuals engaged in a very challenging political
process. But what were the conditions that brought them to Philadelphia, and
who exactly were the individuals we venerate as the country's “Founding
Fathers?”

The Articles. Wliy the Framers of the U.S. Constitution undertook the task

of constitution writing is not clearly or simply answered. When they met in
Philadelphia in May 1787, a constitution was already in place. The Articles
of Confederation were written in 1777 by the same Continental Congress
that had issued the Declaration of Independence one year earlier. It was rati-
fied in 1781—in the midst of rebellion against Britain—as America's fi rst
national constitution, as each colonial legislature debated the pros and cons
ofjoining together to form a government where none had existed before. The
result was a loose union of states built around a relatively weak national
congress.

The national congress under the Articles consisted of a single body in which
each state had one vote, ^at body could exercise significant powers if it could
muster the nine-thirteenths majority that was needed to pass any major legis-
lation. For instance, under the Articles, the congress was empowered to make
war and peace, send and receive foreign ambassadors, borrow money and es-
tablish a monetary system, build a navy and develop an army in cooperation
with the states, fix uniform standards ofweights and measures, and even settle
disputes among the states. However, it was powerless to levy and collect taxes
or duties, and it could not regulate foreign or interstate commerce. No execu-
tive was appointed to enforce acts of the congress, and no national court
system existed to hear disputes that might arise under the Articles. As for
amending the Articles themselves, it would take a unanimous vote of all thir-

teen member states to make such fundamental changes in the national
government.

The 1787 meeting at Pliiladelphia was convened, in part, because many of the
country’s political leaders believed that the national government under the
Articles lacked the strength to cope with the young republic's problems. For ex-
ample, by 1787 it was clear to many officials that the national government under
the Articles could not conduct an effective foreign policy. Despite the colonists'
victory in the American Revolution, the British had not relinquished the

Articles of Confederation
Ihe fi rst constitution of the
United States, ratified in
1781. They established a
loose union of states and a

congress with limited
powers.
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Northwest Territories along the Great Lakes, as they had promised. Further-

more, the Spanish remained a hostile presence in Florida and what was then the

Southwest. Encouraged by both Britain and Spain, Native American tribes

harassed settlers all along the new nation's frontier.

Even more troubling to many was the Articles' inability to deal with the na-

tion's financial problems. Lacking the power to tax, the national congress had to

rely on funds provided by the states. However, its requests for funds from the

states were increasingly ignored. The country had accumulated a large public

debt during and immediately after the Revolutionary War, and much of it re-

mained unpaid. Because they were not prohibited from doing so under the

Articles, some states began to print worthless paper money to pay off their debts,

and as a result, spiraling inflation hit the economy.

Economic conditions under the Articles were not good. Within the states,

many small farmers faced bankruptcy and the loss of their farms. In western

Massachusetts, where the situation was particularly bad, a group of farmers, led

by a former Revolutionary War officer, Daniel Shays, disrupted court foreclosure

proceedings in September 1786 and several months later tried unsuccessfully to

seize a national government arsenal, ̂ at incident, known as Shays's Rebellion,

convinced some of the country's most politically influential leaders that changes

had to be made in America's system of government.^ Several of those leaders were

no doubt motivated by a genuine concern for the future of the young republic.

Others, however, were stirred to action by fear and anxiety about their own eco-
nomie ffiture.

The Framers. We can better understand the Constitution if we know more about

the individuals who wrote it and their motivations.؟

What we know for certain is that the fi fty-five people who came to Phila-
delpliia in 1787 were all white males. Women and African Americans, as well
as other racial minorities, were excluded. Among their number were merchants,
physicians, bankers, planters, and soldiers. More than half of them were trained
In law, and more than two-thirds had served in the Continental Congress,
which had governed the new nation during the Revolutionary War. That
summer they took part in a rare moment of “decisive political creation”: They
applied their knowledge and experience of government to the design of a new
constitution.؟

At least two individuals who played important roles in the American Revo-
lution and the writing of the Declaration of Independence were not in atten-
dance. Both bornas Jefferson and John Adams were in Europe at the time,
where they were serving as the American ambassadors to France and England,
respectively. One individual who played a central role in the convention's work
was James Madison. Madison not only engaged in the debates and political
bargains that shaped the Constitution but also led the fight for its approval. He
played such a significant role that today he is often called the “Father of the
Constitution.”

The delegates included at least two men of international reputation at the
time: George Washington and Benjamin Franklin.) Washington, a popular and

@
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CULTURE: Visit the book's

companion website at
www.oup.com/us/gltels.n
to read the special feature
HBO'S Favorite Founding
Father.
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The Const!tut!on was shaped
by severa! compromises
reached through the debates
attlie 1787 convention.

imposing figure, was unanimously elected to chair the meeting. Franklin was
well regarded by the other delegates, and many constantly sought his opinions.
At eighty-one years of age, however, his physical powers were failing him. He
was so ill at times that prisoners from the city jail were assigned the task of car-
rying him from his home to the nearby sessions. Nevertheless, he was influential
in the eventual adoption of the document. During the final days of the conven-
tion, he expressed his support by noting that whenever a group of men are gath-
ered to write a constitution, "you inevitably assemble with those men all their
prejudices, their passions, their errors of opinion, their local interests, and their
selfish views.” One can hardly expect, he argued, that any such gathering would
produce a "perfect” government. "It therefore astonishes me,” he continued, "to
find this system approaching so near to perfection as it does. . . . ^us I con-
sent . . . to this Constitution, because I expect no better, and because I am not
sure that it is not the best.”8

The R٠٠ts of the Constitution
> What were the important traditions undedying the Constitution?

The Framers of the Constitution were hardly as diverse in their “prejudices” and
“passions” as Franklin thought. Despite many disagreements and debates over
specifics, the Framers shared a common legal and intellectual heritage. In that

the roots of the Constitution run deep. To understand the unique cir-sense

cumstances that led to its creation, we must explore the traditions that guided
its authors.
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The Colonial Heritage
Most British colonies in North America!, were established under royal charters

that allowed settlers to govern themselves in many matters. In several colonies,

the settlers modified or supplemented these agreements. For example, the

Mayflower Compact, which the Pilgrims wrote, set forth several major princi-

pies for the Plymouth Colony’s government, ̂ at agreement and similar ones

existing throughout the colonies became part of the colonial heritage that helped

shape the Constitution.

When we think about colonial rule, we often picture an oppressed people who

are dominated by foreign rulers. We rarely think of colonial government as a

breeding ground for self-government and openness. Yet, from the I630s until the

American Revolution, England let its North American colonies govern them-

selves, making no major effort to establish a central administration for its grow-

ing empire.”

Each of the colonies remained primarily a self-governing entity, and by the

early 1700s most of them had developed similar governmental structures. A

typical colony had three branches of government: (1) a governor appointed by the

king, (2) a legislature, and (3) a relatively independent judiciary. Local govern-

ment consisted of self-governing townships and counties. I fttture leaders of

the American Revolution gained political experience and an understanding of

how governments operate through participation in these colonial institutions.

Mayflower Compact

A document, composed by

the Pilgr!ms, that set forth

major princip!es for the

P!ymouth Colony's

government.

The Intellectual Background
The intellectual atmosphere of the time also influenced the Framers of the Con-

stitution.!! Raised in a society that took its religion seriously, they grew up with

such concepts as equality before God and the integrity of each human life—

concepts rooted in their Judeo-Christian religious traditions. The idea of a cov-

enant, or contract, among members of society developed from those traditions,

as did the distrust of the monarchy and the perception of a need for a system of

laws to protect individual rights.

The Framers were also children of the Enlightenment.’؛ Usually dated from
the 1600s through the 1700s, that period in European intellectual history was
dominated by the idea that human reason, not religious tradition, was the pri-
mary source of knowledge and wisdom. On issues related to government and
politics, a number of writers set the tone for the discussions among the Framers
and their peers in the colonies.

Among the most controversial of Enlightenmentwriters was bornas Hobbes.
In his most famous work. Leviathan (1651), Hobbes contended that governments
were formed by an agreement among rational individuals wlio, living without
government in a brutish state of nature, realized that it was in their self-interest
to subject themselves to an all-powerful ruler. Is, Hobbes argued that govern-
ment depended on the consent of the governed. Although he was no advocate of
democracy (he wrote in defense of the British monarchy), his views proved help-
ful in establishing the rational basis of government.

Another British political philosopher, John Locke, was perhaps the most in-
fluential of the Enlightenment authors among the colonists. He offered an

Enlightenment The period
from the 1600s through
the 1700s in European
intellectual history. It was
dominated by the idea that
human reason, not religious
tradition, was the primary
source of knowledge and
wisdom.
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explanation of po^itica^ ^؛fe that carried Hobbes's argument further by asserting
that people possess an inherent right to revolution. In Two Treatises on Govern-
ment (1690), Locke argued that individuals form governments as a matter of
convenience to deal with the depraved behavior of some individuals, ^lus, a
government can continue to exist as long as it proves convenient to its citizens
and does not interfere with their pursuit of life, liberty, and property. But, if the
government violates this arrangement, the citizens have a right to emigrate or
resist. Ultimately, this view sanctions the right of citizens to replace a govern-
ment that does such things to them.

The work of French aristocrat Charles de Montesquieu clearly influenced the
writers of the Constitution. The Framers relied especially on his book เ spirit
of the Laws, which was first published in Paris in 1748. In that work, Montes-

quieu argued that the best government is designed in sucli a way that no person

or group can oppress others. This end is best achieved, Montesquieu wrote, by

separating the legislative, executive, and judicial functions into three distinct

branches of government.5؛
Finally, just as the seeds of the American Revolution were being planted in

the I750s and I760s, Swiss-born philosoplier Jean-Jacques Rousseau published
several works arguing for a more extreme version of popular sovereignty than
that offered by Locke. According to Rousseau, the best form of government is
one that reflects the general will of the people, or popular sovereignty, which is
the sum total of the interests that all citizens have in common. He was read

widely in Europe and had many followers in the American colonies. Among
them was Thomas Paine, a British-born American revolutionary whose pam-
phlets had enormous influence during the American Revolution. His best-known
work. Common Sense (1776), is among the most often cited of the writings that
came out of the American Revolution.2٠

The onset of Revolution
In the I760s, British policies toward the North American colonies changed.
After nearly 150 years of relative freedom from direct interference from England,
some of the colonists found themselves under increasing pressure from London.
Britain needed men and resources to fight the French and so began to impose
demands and commercial restrictions on the American colonies.

In 1765, the British passed the Stamp Act—the fi rst tax levied directly on the
colonists by Parliament. Relying on their view of the rights granted to all British
subjects under English law, various colonial leaders protested against this “taxa-
tion without representation.” The British Parliament repealed the Stamp Act
within a few months, but other controversies soon arose. For instance, the Brit-
ish granted and enforced a monopoly on the sale of tea to a British firm, thus
interfering with the interests of the colonial merchants who had developed lu-
crative business trading in that important commodity. In 1773, a group of
Boston citizens responded by raiding a ship loaded with tea and dumping its
contents overboard. TEat incident, now known as the Boston Tea Party caused
the British to close Boston Harbor and tighten control over the colonial govern-
ment in Massachusetts. The events leading to rebellion soon escalated, and by

Popu!arsovere!gnty The
concept, fi rst descr!bed by
Jean-Jacques Rousseau
around the t!me of the
Amer!can Revo!ufion, that
the best form of

government is one that
reflects the genera! will of
the people, which is the sum
total of those interests that
all citizens have in common.
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1774 even some of the previously moderate voices in colonial politics were call-

ing for change.

Representatives from the colonies gathered as the First Continental Congress

in Philadelphia in September 1774. After passing resolutions protesting the

recent British actions, the delegates set a date for reconvening the next year and

adjourned. By the time they met again, as the Second Continental Congress in

May 1775, rebellious colonists and British troops had exchanged gunfire at Con-

cord and Lexington.

The Second Continental Congress took a number of steps that officially

launched the American Revolution. It organized itself as a provisional govern-

ment, and in June 1775 it created a continental army, to be headed by George

Washington. In May 1776, the congress voted to take the final step of drawing up

a statement declaring the colonies ftee and independent states. Realizing the need

to make their case for independence as strong as possible to potential supporters

at home and abroad, on July 2, 1776, the congress adopted the Declaration of

Independence drafted by a committee composed of bornas Jefferson, John

Adams, and Benjamin Franklin. Two days later, the congress formally declared

independence.

The Declaration of Independence achieved several objectives. In the short term,

it denounced the British for abusing the riglrts given the colonists under the British

constitution and for disrupting the long-standing traditions of self-government. It

also proclaimed the intention of the colonial revolutionaries to sever their ties with

England and explained the reasons for such drastic action. More important, in the

long term, it articulated two frrndamental principles under which the newly formed

nation should be governed, and these have become central to what is known as the
“American creed.”

1. Tre Declaration held tlrat governments have one primary purpose: to

secure the "unalienable rights” of their citizens, among wlrich are “life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”

2. It stated that governments derive their powers and authority from the

“consent of the governed.” Tre signers of the Declaration asserted that

when any government violates the rights it was established to secure, “it is

the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it” and to create a new govern-

ment in its place.

Dec!arat!onof

!ndependence A document

dec!a٢!ng the colonies to be
free and independent states
and also articulating the
fundamental principles
under which the new nation

would be governed, which
was adopted by the Second
Continental Congress in
July 1776.

What the Framers Did
> What do the various provisions of the Constitution accomplish?

As noted earlier, the new government created in the immediate aftermath of the
American Revolution—the Articles of Confederation—had developed some sig-
nificant fl aws by 1787, leading to the Philadelphia meeting. Although originally
charged with just recommending changes to the Articles, the delegates soon as-
sumed the broader task of constructing an entirely new set of institutions and
rules.
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To shape a viable national government, the Framers needed to establish its

legitimacy and work out its basic structures. dTrough the Constitution, tliey ere-

ated the three branches of government and defined and limited their powers.

They also devised formal procedures by which the Constitution itself could be
amended.

Establishing legitimacy
A government cannot be effective unless it possesses powerthat is, unless it has

the ability to carry out its policies and enforce its laws. Even more important, its

citizens must believe that the government has the ability to exercise authority

and power (see the discussion in Chapter 1).

Tre power and authority of any government are enhanced by the willingness

of its citizens to obey governmental officials. A government is most effective
when its citizens believe that those officials have a right to pass and enforce laws.

Trat is why the establishment of government legitimacy is so important. It pro-

vides government with the effective authority that it needs if it is to govern.

Tre legitimacy of the U.S. government is rooted in the Preamble to the Con-

stitution. In the beginning of the Preamble, the Framers make clear the source

of authority for the republic: “We the People,” The choice of words is of extreme

importance. The government created under the Articles of Confederation in

1777 was called a “firm league of friendship” among the states. Ultimately, all

authority was retained by the states. Tre Constitution, in contrast, leaves no

doubt that the national government's right to exercise authority-its legitimacy-

comes directly from the people and not from the states (see Table 2.1).

Legitimacy The belief of

citizens in a government's

right to pass and enforce
laws.

TABLE 2.1 Comparing America's Two Constitutions

Articles of Confederation Constitution of the United States

Through a "firm league of friendship” among the
states

Ihrough "We the Реор1е"_а1 1 citizens of the
nationEstablishing legitimacy

Through a confederacy, with ultimate authority
residing in the states

Within the national government, in a single
body—the congress

Through a federal arrangement, with national
and state governments dividing and sharing
authority

In three distinct branches of government:
legislative, executive, and judicial

Structuring authority

A number of foreign and domestic powers listed
in Article IX, many limited so as not to interfere
with state authority

Delegated and implied powers for national
government in Article!
Concurrent and reserved powers for states

Describing and
distributing powers

Many limitations on national powers, with
deference to states

Provision in Article I Bil l of Rightslimiting powers

An amendment process repuiring unanimous
vote of states

No national courts to interpret the meaning of
the Articles

An elaborate amendment process reguiring
significant majorities rather than unanimity
Judicial review implied

Allowing for change
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Structuring Authority
In deciding how to structure the authority of the new government, the Framers

of the Constitution faced these two challenges:

1. They had to create a stronger national government while at the same time

allowing the states to retain their authority.

2. ̂ rey had to deal with the issue of how to allocate authority within the

national governnrent itself

Ba.ancing National and State Authority. Under the Articles, ultimate govern-

mental authority rested with the states. Whatever power the national govern-

ment had was the result ofthe states' willingness to give up some of their authority

to a central government. Such an arrangement is called a confederation—hence
the title of the Articles.

In considering alternatives, the Framers could have proposed a constitution

based on a unitary system of government. In a unitary government, the ultimate

authority rests with the national government, and whatever powers state or local

governments have are given to them by the central government. The Framers

would not have had to look far for examples because each of the thirteen states

was in fact a unitary government. Although each state contained towns, coun-

ties, and boroughs, those local governments exercised only such powers as were

granted to them by a charter issued by the state government.

Although they sought to move toward a stronger national government, the
Framers realized that their new constitution would not be ratified ifit called for a

unitary form of government. In the end, they created a hybrid: a mixture of con-

federation and unitary system that is now called  a federation. In a federation, the

authority of government is shared by both the national and the state governments.

In its ideal form, a federal constitution gives the national government exclusive

authority over some governmental tasks, while giving the states exclusive author-

ity over other governmental matters.25 In some areas, the two levels ofgovernment

share authority. We discuss rvhich areas of government were given to the national

government and which to the states later in this chapter as well as in Chapter 3.

Structuring Authority Within the National Government. Having established a

national government with authority, the Framers also had to develop structures

of authority within the national government so it could exercise its powers. Under

the Articles of Confederation, whatever powers the national government pos-

sessed were exercised by a single body: the congress. In contrast, the Framers

created three branches of government; Congress, the presidency, and the courts.

The basic structure of American government was the result of a series of

compromises reached among the delegates to the Constitutional Convention.

The delegation from Virginia offered a series of resolutions for the meeting to

consider. Under the Virginia Plan, a bicameral (two-house) congress would be

established, in which each state's representation would be based on its popula-
tion relative to that of other states. Under the Articles of Confederation, a state

could send several representatives to the congress, but each state had only a

single vote. The Articles of Confederation also did not provide for a separate

Confederation An

arrangement in which

uklmate governmenta!

author!ty  5ا vested in the
states that make up the
un!on, with whatever power
the nationa! government
has being der!ved from the
states' wاااا ngness to give up
some of their authority to a
central government.

Unitary system A form of
government in which the
ultimate authority rests with
the national government,
with wliatever powers state
or local governments tiave
being given to them by the
central government.

Federation (federal
system) A system in which
the authority of government
is stiared by both national
and state governments. In
its ideal form, a federal
constitution gives the
national government
exclusive authority over
some governmental tasks,
while giving the states
exclusive authority over
other governmental
matters; in some areas the
two levels of government
share authority.

Bicameral Refers to a

legislature that is divided
into two separate houses,
such as the U.S. Congress.
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executive or judicial branch of government at the national level; the Virginia
Plan called for both.

Delegates from states with larger populations tvelcomed the provisions of the
Virginia Plan. However, some delegates from the smaller states put forward a
counterproposal. Known as the New Jersey Plan, it called for strengthening the
existing Articles by adding executive and judicial offices. It also increased the
powers of the Articles' unicameral (one-house) congress, especially its ability to
force reluctant states to cooperate with the national government.

The delegates voted to reject the New Jersey Plan. However, the discussions
about it drew attention to the many delegates who remained uncomfortable with
key provisions of the Virginia Plan, especially the question of representation. To
avoid a stalemate, the delegates adopted what has become known as the Great
Compromise. That proposal, offered by the Connecticut delegation (and there-
fore sometimes called the Connecticut Compromise), led to the structure of the
American national government as we know it today. It called for the establish-
ment of a bicameral congress consisting of a house of representatives, in which
states would be represented according to their population size, and a senate, in
which each state would have an equal voice. Furthermore, the Great Compro-
mise also contained provisions for executive and judicial branches of government.
The Great Compromise was just one of many agreements among the Framers to
resolve the complex issues that they faced (see Table 2.2). Out of such compro-
mises came major provisions of the Constitution.

Un!camera! Refers to a

!eg!s!ature that has only one
house.

Great Compromise The
proposal offered by the
Connecticut delegation to
the Constitutional
Convention in 1787. It called
for the establishment of a

bicameral congress,
consisting ofa house, in
which states were

represented according to
their population size, and a
senate, in which each state
had an equal voice.

TABLE 2.2 The Major Compromises
Demands Compromises Demands

GREATC٥MPR٥MISE

States to have equal representation in
Congress (New Jersey Plan)

A bicameral Congress with equal
representation in the Senate and
population-based representation in the
House

States to be represented in Congress on
the basis of population (Virginia Plan)

THREE-FIFTHSC٥MPR٥MISE

Slaves to be counted for representation
purposes, but not for taxation purposes

All slaves to be counted as three-fifths of a
person for both representation and
taxation purposes

Slaves not to be counted for
representation purposes, but to be
counted for taxation purposes

CoMMERCESLAVE TRADE C٥MPR٥MISE

hlational government not to regulate
slave trade or exports

Congress given the power to regulate
interstate and foreign commerce but not to
impose a tax on exports from any state:
Congress not to act on slave trade until 1808

National government to have authority
overal l interstate and foreign trade

FEDERAIISM

States to retain their legitimate authority
in the governmental system

Division oflegitimate authority between
the states and national government

An effective national government to be
established
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The Case oithe Electoral College. Of all the compromises developed by the Fram-

ers, perhaps none has proved more troublesome—for them as well as for many

generations of Americans—than the decision to establish the Electoral College

as the means for selecting the president and vice president of the United States,

flnlike most of the other issues faced by the Framers, the presidential selec-

tion issue did not have two clear sides pitted against each other. It was not a

matter of deciding between direct election and indirect election of the presi-

dent and vice president. Instead, it was a question of how to design a selection

system that would fit into the complex arrangements for balancing national

and state interests that had already been agreed on, while at the same time

making certain that the presidency would not be beholden to either chamber

of Congress. The Framers established the special Committee of Eleven to deal

with several "postponed matters,” including how to select the president. Out

of the committee came the basics of the Electoral College proposal. Its flaws

became evident in the elections of 1796 and 1800,24 when it was put through

its first real tests and was found wanting. Despite efforts over the decades to

change the system, nothing was done to modify its basic structure. Then came

the presidential election of2000, and again the Electoral College compromise
of 1787 became a critical issue that drew the attention of Americans for six

frantic weeks.25

Distributing and Describing Governmental Powers
Having established a two-level structure of authority in tire federal system and

having created the three branches within the national government, the Framers

next faced tire task of dividing up the powers among the various institutions.

Powers in the Federal System. The history and present-day operations of the

federal system are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3. It is important at this

juncture to understand how the Framers allocated governmental authority be-

tween the national government and the states. The powers given to Congress in

Article I are central to the operation of the national government. The article

includes a detailed list of these powers, such as the authority to tax, borrow

money, regulate interstate commerce, coin money, declare war, and raise and

support an army and navy, lse and other powers identified in Section 8 of

Article I constitute the delegated powers of the American national government

(see Figure 2.1). Many of these powers—such as the power to coin money and

make treaties—are granted exclusively to the national government; that is, they

are denied to the states. Other delegated powers, however, are granted to the

national government but not denied to the states—for example, the power to

assess and collect taxes and the power to define criminal behavior and set pun-

ishments. lse are called concurrent powers.

Article I, Section 8, of the Constitution also provides Congress with the

authority "to make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying

into Execution the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested by this Con-
stitution in the Government of the United States.” Uis necessary and proper

clause, found in paragraplr 18 of Section 8, establishes implied powers for Con-

gress that go beyond those powers listed elsewhere in the Constitution. In

Electoral College The

constitutional body

designed to select the

president. This system is
described in Article II of the

Constitution.

Delegated powers The

powers the Constitution

gives to Congress that are

specifically listed in the first
seventeen clauses in Section

8 of Article I; they are
sometimes referred to as

"enumerated powers."

Concurrent powers Those

powers that the

Constitution grants to the

national government but

does not deny to the

states-for example, the

power to lay and collect
taxes.

Necessary and proper

clause The eighteenth

clause of Article I, Section 8,

of the Constitution, which

establislies "implied

powers" for Congress that

go beyond those powers
listed elsewhere in the

Constitution.

Implied powers Those

powers given to Congress

by Article I, Section 8, clause

18, of the Constitution that

are not specifically named

but are provided for by the

necessary and proper

clause.
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Powers Granted by the Constitution
To both national and state

governments
("concurrent" powers)

To the state governments
("reserved" powers.

To the national government
("delegated" or "enumerated'

powers; "implied" powers)

" To "lay and collect taxes,
duties, imposts, and excises"

٠ To regulate interstate and
foreign commerce

٠ To borrow and coin money
٠ To declare war
٠ To raise and support an army
.To maintain a navy
٠ To provide for a militia
٠ To govern territories and

national property
٠ To define and punisti piracies

and other high sea felonies
٠ To establish post offices and

post roads
٠ To grant patents and copyrights
٠ To set standards of weigtits

and measures
٠ To "make all laws necessary

and proper to carry out the
foregoing powers" (the
"elastic clause," which grants
"implied powers")

٠ To levy and collert taxes
٠ To borrow money
٠ To charter banks and

corporations
٠ To make and enforce laws
٠ To establisli courts
٠ To take property for public

purposes

To conduct elections
loestabllsfi local
governments
To regulate commerce
within the state
To protect public health,
safety, and morals
To ratify amendments to
tlie Constittition
And all other powers not
delegated to the national
government nor denied
to the states

Powers Denied by the Constitution

To both national and state governments
("prohibited" powers)To the national government To the state governments

٠ To tax commerce witliin a state
٠ To give preference to one

state over another in matters
of commerce

" To cliange state boundaries
without state permission

٠ To violate the Bill of Rights

٠ To grant titles of nobility
٠ To tax exports
٠ To permit slaveiy (added

through Ihirteentli
Amendment,

٠ To deny citizens the rigtit to
vote because ol race, color,
sex (added through
Amendments Fifteenth and
Nineteenth)

٠ To tax imports and exports
.To coin money
٠ To make treaties
٠ To wage war
٠ To den١r due process and

egual protection of the laws
(added througli Fourteenth
Amendment)

FIGURE 2.1 Constitutional Basis of the Federal System
The top-center box lists powers shared by the two levels of government; the bottom-center box shows powers denied to both.
Power؛ on ftie upper left belong to the national government exclusively; those on the upper right belong to the states.

McCulloch V. Maryland (1819), the U.S. Supreme Court resolved the issue of the
constitutionality of implied powers.

In that case, the Court considered whether Congress had the right to charter
a bank of the United States. The national bank was a controversial institution
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from the moment it was created by the first Congress, especia^ty in the South and

a!ong the young nation's western frontier, where bank policies were blamed for
the nation’s economic woes. Several states decided to challenge the constitution-

ality of the bank by imposing a tax on its local branches. When Maryland offi-
cials assessed a tax on the bank's Baltimore branch, the head cashier took state

officials to court, charging that they did not have the authority to tax an agency

of the national government. Maryland countered that the Bank of the fjnited

States was not a legally constituted agency of the federal government, because no

provision in the Constitution explicitly gives Congress the power to establish a

national bank, le bank's lasers, however, insisted that the power to charter a

bank was implied in the constitutional authority to collect taxes, borrow money,

and regulate commerce,

le Supreme Court unanimously sided with the national government. “Let

the end be legitimate,” stated chief justice John Marshal.!, “let it be within the

scope of the Constitution, and all means which are appropriate, which are plainly

adapted to that end, which are not prohibited, but consistent with the letter and

spirit of the Constitution, are constitutional.”^؛ In that decision Marshall was
agreeing with the national government that by giving Congress the explicit
power to regulate commerce, the Framers of the Constitution implicitly granted
Congress the right to charter a bank, lis broad Interpretation of the necessary
and proper clause (also called the "elastic clause”) altered the position of the
states by greatly expanding tire potential powers of the national government, le
Bank of the United States survived until the I830s, when opposition by president
Andrewjackson caused it to close. In 1913, Congress once again set up an agency
for managing the banking system, lat agency, the Federal Reserve System, still
regulates the nation's major banks.27 le right of Congress to establish such an
agency Is implied in the necessary and proper clause,

le Constitution does not provide a specific list of the porvers left to the
states, le Framers felt that there was no need for this, because the only powers

given to the newly formed national government were those “enumerated” in the
body of the Constitution, lis approach left to the states the power over
other objects.”28 lis position was made explicit in the Tenth Amendment,
which was added to the Constitution in 1791. lat amendment declares that

“powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by
it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively or to the people.” Histori-
cally, these reserved powers have included such responsibilities  as providing for
public education, building local roads and highways, and regulating trade within
a state’s borders.

all

Reserved powers The
powers that the
Constitution provides for
the states, although it does
not list them specifically;
they are sometimes called
"residual powers." As stated
in the Tenth Amendment,
these include all powers not
expressly given to the
national government or
denied to the states.

Powers Within the Nations! Government, le Framers gave each of the three
branches of the national government a distinct part of the functions that any
government must perform: (!) pass laws (legislate), (2) enforce those laws (exe-
cute), and (3) settle disputes or controversies that arise from application of the
laws (adjudicate).

In Article I of the Constitution, the Framers established Congress as the leg-
islative branch (see Chapter 11). It is notable and important that they also cliose
Article I as the place to locate the delegated powers of the national government.
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Ihat placement reflects the Framers' desire to make certain that the representa-
tive parts of the national government—the House of Representatives and the
Senate—wouH be the primary fount of authority at the national level.

In contrast, the description of executive power in Article II takes the form of
noting what roles the president will play and what duties he will carry out. Chap-
ter 12 describes in greater detail how those roles and duties have expanded since
the Constitution was written.

Article III says little more than that the “judicial power of the United States
shall be vested in one Supreme Court" and in whatever lower courts Congress
establishes. As we discuss in more detail in Chapter 14, the meaning ofjudicial
power was articulated in the landmark case of Marbury V. Madison in 1803.

Limiting Governmental Powers. The Constitution also sets limits on the powers
of both the national and the state governments. For example. Section 9 of Article I
forbids Congress to suspend the privilege of a writ of habeas corpus except in
times of rebellion or invasion. A writ of habeas corpus is a court order that indi-
viduals can seek to protect themselves against arbitrary arrest and detention. By
issuing such a writ, a court can order public officials to bring a suspect or detainee
before a judge to determine whether he or she is being held on legal grounds. But
the fact that the Constitution permits its suspension in time of war (“rebellion or
invasion”) has made it the focus ofdebate since the events of September 11,2001.

Another provision prohibits the national government from passing a bill of
attainder or an ex post facto law. A bill of attainder is a legislative act that de-
clares a person guilty of a crime and sets punishment without the benefit of a
formal trial. An ex post facto law makes an action criminal although it was legal
when it was performed.

Perhaps the best-known limits on the powers of the national government are
provided in the Bill ofRights, a term usually applied to the first ten amendments
to the Constitution, which were added in 1791 (see Table 2.3). Most of these
amendments guarantee the fundamental liberties of citizens. Trey were ap-
pended to the Constitution to satisfy the demands of critics who complained
during the ratification process that the original document did not adequately
protect individual rights.

Tre Constitution also places limits on the powers and actions of the states.
Section 10 of Article I, for instance, contains a list of powers denied to tire states.
Other sections set limits on the porver of the states in relation to one another and
to the national government. Article IV, for example, requires that each state give
full faith and credit to the “Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings of every
other state.” ^us, a divorce granted in Nevada must be honored in New York and
vice versa. During the I990s, this provision emerged as a major constitutional
issue when several states began to consider liberalizing their laws regarding
same-sex marriages, thus raising the question of whether same-sex marriages
performed in one state must be honored in all other states under provisions of the
full faith and ci'edit clause. But the issue was resolved in a 2015 decision of the

U.S. Supreme Court when it declared that all state laws prohibiting same-sex
marriages were discriminatory and therefore unconstitutional—and  the question
of giving full faith and credit to same-sex marriages performed in other states

Writ of habeas corpus A
court order that protects
people against arbitrary
arrest and detention by
requiring officials to bring
the "body" (i.e., the person)
before the court.

Bill of attainder A

legislative act declaring a
person guilty of a crime and
setting punishment without
the benefit of a formal trial.

Ex post facto law A law
declaring an action criminal
even if it was performed
before the law making it
illegal was passed.

Bill of Rights In the United
States, the fi rst ten
amendments to the
Constitution, which
collectively guarantee the
fundamental liberties of

citizens against abuse by the
national government.

Full faith and credit The

requirement, found in
Article IV of the
Constitution, that each state
respect in all ways the acts,
records, and judicial
proceedings of the other
states.
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After 9/11, hundreds of sus-
pected terrorists and "enemy
combatants" were held at the
U.S. naval base at Guanta-

namo Bay, Cuba, without any
right of habeas corpus. In June
2008, however, the U.S. Su-
preme Court noted that the
remaining detainees had a
right to seek a writ of habeas
corpus infedera! courts.The
fi rst detainee petitions were
heard on November 6,2008,
and more than half of those

fi led were granted in the fi rst
year after the ruling. After July
-but one of the peti اا2010,3
tions fi led for the remaining
detainees were rejected.
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was no longer relevant. But a year later, when the Supreme Court of Alabama

refused to recognize an adoption decree issued by the state of Georgia to a

same-sex couple, the U.S. Supreme Court cited the ftrll faith and credit clause in

overruling the Alabama decision.
The Constitution also mandates that the “Citizens of each State shall be en-

titled to all Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the Several States.” For

example, before 1984, when the federal government passed legislation that re-

quired all states to limit the sale and public possession of alcohol to individuals

age twenty-one and older, state laws differed on the minimum age for purchasing

TABLE 2.3 The Bill of Rights Adopted in 1791

AmendmentRights Addressed

1. Freedom of religion, speech, press, assembly, and petition
2. Right to bear arms
3. No quartering of troops without consent
4. Protection against unreasonable searches and seizures

Freedom of expression

Personal security

5. Right to presentation ofindictment: guarantee against double jeopardy and self-incrimination;
guarantee of the due process of law and just compensation

٥. Right to a speedy and public trial
7. Right to a jury trial in civil cases
8. Guarantees against excessive bail, fi nes, and punishments

Fair treatment under the law

9. Powers reserved to the people
1., Powers reserved to the statesReserved rights and powers
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Pr!vl!egesand immunities
A provision ln Article IV of
the Constitution requiring
that the citizens of one state

not be treated unreasonably
by officials of another state.

and consuming afcohol. Under this privileges and immunities guarantee, an
eighteen-year-old resident of New Jersey, who could not purchase alcohol under
that state's laws, could cross over to New York and buy alcoholic beverages with-
out fear of violating the law. New York State could not apply the law differently
just because that person was a resident of New Jersey. We take these provisions
of the Constitution for granted today, but they were the source of considerable
debate and compromise at the convention, as the Framers sought to create a
strong national government while maintaining state autonomy.

Another problem the Framers faced was how to ensure tlrat the laws of the
national government would take priority over the laws of the states. In the end,
the delegates settled for a statement found in Article VI. It declares that the
Constitution and all laws and treaties “made in Pursuance thereof” would be

considered “the supreme Law of the Land.” Commonly referred to as the
supremacy clause, this provision was to be enforced through both national and
state courts.

Al!٠w!ng for Change
If constitutions are to endure, they must include means and mechanisms that
allow them to change. Students of constitutions focus on at least four ways in
which constitutions can be c!ranged: revolution, formal amendment, interpreta-
tlon, and construction.

Supremacy clause A
provision in Article VI
declaring the Constitution
to be the supreme law of the
land, taldng precedence
over state laws.

Revolution. Clrange through revolutionary action would involve tossing out the
current system and replacing it with an entirely new one. Such a revolution does
not necessarily have to involve violence, as demonstrated by the Framers when
they met in Philadelphia in 1787. ^ey were sent as delegates to a meeting that
was to consider clianges in the Articles of Confederation, but instead they took
the revolutionary initiative of starting with a clean slate.

Amendments. The Framers included an elaborate formal amendment process, but
they did not make it easy for those who wanted to change the Constitution. The
procedures require action at both the state and the national levels (see Figure 2.2
and Asked & Answered feature, page 56).

Many proposed amendments are introduced in Congress but never come to a
vote in either body. Some come to a vote in Congress but fail to get the required
two-thirds majority in each chamber. Other proposals are not adopted because they
fail to get the required number of states to ratify them. The Constitution has been
successfully amended seventeen times since the Bill of Rights (see Table 2.4).

Interpretations and Constructions. Although they made the formal amendment
process difficult, the Framers left the door open to changes that might occur by
other means.33 As a document built through many compromises, the Constitu-
tion leaves a great deal of room for elaboration.34 One of the Framers, Alexander
Hamilton, stated that a constitution "cannot possibly calculate” the effects of
changing conditions and must therefore "consist only of general provisions.
Giving meaning to those general provisions can be accomplished through consti-
tutional interpretation and constitutional construction.



RatificationProposing Amendments

Amendment ratified

by three-fourths of

the state legislatures

Amendment passed by a

two-thirds majority of

both tiouses of Congress

FIGURE 2.2 Howthe

Constitution Can Be Amended

Ihe Framers created four meth-

ods for amending the Constitu-

tion. With the exception of the

Iwenty-First Amendment, all

amendments so far have used

the Congress/state legislature

route (at top).

Amendment passed by

a convention called by

Congress at the request of
two-thirds of ttie states

Amendment ratified

by conventions in
three-fourths of the states

TABLE 2.4 Amendments E!even t. Twenty-Seven t. the Constitution

Year Proposed

Amendment by Congress

Year

Adopted WhatltDoes

Gives states immunity from certain legal actions1798179411

Changes the selection of the president and vice president through the Electoral

College

18٥412 1803

Abolishes slavery13 1865 1865

Defines citizenship and citizens' rights; provides due process and equal protection of
the laws

1868186614

Extends the right to vote to African American males187015 1869

Gives Congress the power to impose an income tax191316 1909

Provides for direct election of U.S. senators1912 191317

Outlaws alcoholic beverages1917 191918

Extends the right to vote to women1919 192019

Changes the dates for the start of congressional and presidential terms1932 193320

Repeals the Eighteenth Amendment1933 193321

limits presidential tenure in office1951194722

Extends the right to vote in presidential elections to residents of the District of Columbia1960 196123

Prohibits the use oftax payment (poll tax) as a basis for the eligibility to vote196424 1962

Establishes procedures for presidential succession, for determining presidential
disability, and for fi lling a vacancy in the vice presidency

25 1965 1967

lowers the voting age to eighteen1971197126

limits Congress's ability to change its own compensation1789 199227

55
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ASKED & ANSWERED

ASKED: So you want to change
the Constitution?

Congress can also set a t!me !!m!t for the amend-
ment's rat!ficat!on by the states, typ!ca!!y seven to
ten years. For example, the proposed Egua! R!ghts
Amendment (ERA) stated that "e٩ua(!ty of rights
under the law shall not be denied or abridged by
the United States or by any State on account of sex."
Beginning in 1923, the ERA was introduced in Con-
gress at almost every session, but it remained tied
up in the legislative process until 1972, when it fi -
nally received the approval of both the House and
the Senate. As proposed, the ERA needed to be rati-
fi ed by thirty-eight states by June 30, 1982,* to
become an amendment to the Constitution. Thirty-
fi ve states had given their approval of the ERA by
1978, but supporters could not muster enough
votes in tliree other state legislatures to pass the
proposed amendment. Despite that defeat, the ERA
has been reintroduced into Congress at each ses-
Sion since 1983.

But In some cases, no time limit is set. In the
case of the Twenty-Seventh Amendment, it took
203 years for it to receive the ratification of enough
states to become part of the Constitution. Origi-
nally proposed as part of the Bill of Rights in 1789,
that amendment set limits on the power of sitting
members of Congress to increase their own com-
pensation. Unlike the ERA, the original proposal
sent to the states had no set deadline for ratifica-
tion. By the end of 1791, only six of the ten states
needed for adoption at that time tiad voted to
ratify the proposal. The proposal languished until
the effort to pass the amendment was revived In
ttie I980s, when it became the pet project of a po-
liticai science graduate student at the tJniversity
of Texas who had stumbled on the proposal. On
May 7, 1992, the Michigan legislature formally rati-
fi ed the amendment, giving it the support of tfie
thirty-eight states reguired for adoption.

As for the role of the White House in all this, de-
spite President Bush's announced support for the
definition-of-marriage amendment, he actually
would have had no formal role in the process. Al-
though some presidents In the past have added their

ANSWERED: In November 2٥03, the Supreme Ju-
dicial Court of Massachusetts declared that, under
that state's constitution, Massachusetts officials are
reguired to offer marriage licenses for same-sex
unions. ٥n February 24, 2904, President Bush an-
nounced that he supported a constitutional amend-
ment that would define marriage in the United States
as a union only between a man and a woman. What
would have to flappen for such an amendment to
become part of the ٧.s. Constitution?

Formally amending the U.S. Constitution is no
easy task, as many advocates of sucfi changes have
learned over the years. In one form or another, liter-
ally tliousands of amendments have been proposed
in Congress, but only thirty-three have made it
through the congressional part of the process, and
thus far only twenty-seven have actually been rati-
fied and have become part of the Constitution. ٥f
that number, twelve were sent out to the states by
the fi rst Congress in 1789, and ten of those made it
into the Constitution as the Bill of Rights. In sfiort, the
odds against ctianging the Constitution through the
amendment process are considerable.

What is that process? Amendments can be for-
mally proposed In two ways: either by members of
Congress who submit resolutions to be considered
in their respective chambers or by two-thirds of the
state legislatures who reguest that a constitutional
convention be convened to consider tfieir proposals
(this process has never been used). In the case of a
proposal made in Congress, a two-thirds vote of
both houses of Congress is reguired for the pro-
posed amendment to be sent to the states for ratifi-
cation. Congress decides how the amendment will
be ratified: by three-fourths of the legislatures or by
ratifying conventions in three-fourths of the states (a
method used for only one of tfie Constitution's
twenty-seven amendments-the single exception
was the Twenty-First Amendment, wfilch repealed
the Eighteenth; see Figure 2.2 on p. 55).
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!eg!5!at!on that attempted to define marriage (the

1996 Defense of Marriage Act) for (ega! purposes was
an unconst!tut!ona!.

s!gnature to the th!rty-three congresslona! reso!u-

t!ons propos!ng amendments for rat!ficat!on, such

an act!on was !ega!!y meaning!ess.

As !t turned out, the effort to pass a defin!t!0n-0f-

marr!age amendment through Congress fa!!ed, and

¡n 2013 the Supreme Court dec!ded that federa!

»The deadline, originally set ؛or 1 ٠و7و  was ؛ater extended ؛or
thirty-nine months by congressional action.

Constitutional interpretation involves attempts to discover the meaning of
the words used in the different provisions. Consider the phrase "necessary and
proper”, found in Article I, Section 8. The meaning of that phrase was subject to
controversy even among the Framers once they took office. George Washington's
secretary of the treasury, Alexander Hamilton, interpreted those words broadly
(as an “elastic clause") and pushed for the establishment of the national bank tliat
became so controversial during the early history of the United States. Clearly, the
words can be read differently-for example, they can be read as stating that the
national government could do only what was absolutely necessary and proper to
carry out its frrnctions and no more. As it turned out, in the case of McCulloch V.
Maryland, discussed earlier in this chapter, the Supreme Court upheld Hamil-
ton's more liberal interpretation.

Or consider the various interpretations we might give to the term “commerce,”
which is also found in Article I, Section 8: "Tffe Congress shall have the power.. .
to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several states, and
with the Indian tribes.” Early in our constitutional history, the term commerce
was strictly defined to mean real goods and services crossing real borders. That
narrow view limited the authority of Congress to pass laws regulating such
things as the manufacture or quality of goods and services produced within
states, ^rus, although there was growing public support during the late 1800s
and early 1900s for federal laws regarding child labor or the quality of agricul-
turai production. Congress could do nothing. However, as the courts began to
define commerce more broadly, the arena for national governmental actions
broadened considerably.

This was most clearly demonstrated by passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act,
which included provisions that prohibited racial discrimination in all “public ac-
commodations,” such as restaurants and hotels. What made that landmark legis-
lation possible was a broad interpretation of the term commerce so that it applied
to any product or activity that was involved in the flow of comnterce across state
lines. Thus, the fact that a Heinz ketchup bottle manufactured in Pennsylvania
sat on the table of an Alabama diner meant that the owners of that diner could

not refuse to serve anyone on the basis of race—a blow to the segregationist be-
havior that was prevalent in the South in those days (see the discussion of civil
liberties and civil rights in Chapters 4 and 5).

Constitutional construction involves actions taken by public officials to fill
in the institutional “blank spaces” left by the Constitution. For example, the term

Constitutiona!

!nterpretation A process of
constitutiona! change that
invo!ves attempts to
discover the mean!ng of the
words used in the different

provisions of the
Constitution as they might
apply to specific situations.

Constitutional
construction A form of

constitutional change that
occurs as public officials fi ll
in the institutional "blank

spaces" left by the
Constitution.
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"executive privilege” is applied to a president's assumed right to refuse to provide
Congress with information that the White House claims the legislators have no
right to see. The privilege was first asserted by George Washington in a disagree-
ment with the House of Representatives over details involving the negotiation of
a controversial treaty. President Obama asserted it when attorney general Eric
Holder refused to honor a subpoena from a committee for documents related to
a failed policy initiative.

Many other constructions play an important role in our constitutional system,
from judicial review and the creation of congressional committees to the creation
of the U.S. Postal Service and the opening prayer at each daily session of the U.S.
House of Representatives. Some of these emerge ftom custom and practice over
time, whereas others are the result of congressional action or executive orders.

The Five Principles
> What are the major principles of American constitutionalism?

Having reviewed the various ways the Constitution can and has changed, we
need also consider some things that do not seem to change in the living constitu-
tion. If there is a point of agreement among those alternative views of the Con-
stitution, it is that, over the years, the Framers' work has been associated with
several basic principles that are central to any understanding of the American
constitutional system: rule of law, republicanism, separation of powers, checks
and balances, and national supremacy.

p٢lnc!p!e 1: The Ru!e of Law
Although the words rule of law are never used in the Constitution, this idea is
one of the most important legacies of the Framers. As a general concept, the rule
of law has its roots deep in Western civilization, but it emerged in its modern
form in Europe during the I600s. According to the rule-of-law concept, there
exists "a body of rules and procedures governing human and governmental be-
havior that have an autonomy and logic of their own.” Under such rules and
procedures, government and public officials are bound by standards of fairness,
impartiality, and equality before the law.

The rule-of-law principle, found in a number of constitutional provisions, im-
plies that those provisions limit the powers of both national and state govern-
ments. TEe Bill of Rights added strength to the rule-of-law principle through the
Fifth Amendment by requiring "due process of law” and “just compensation"
whenever government initiates adverse actions against a citizen. The “equal pro-
tection of the laws” clause in the Fourteenth Amendment is firrther evidence of

how important this principle has been throughout our history.
Another way of thinking about the rule-of-law principle is that in American

government, the rulers, like those they rule, are answerable to the law. No indi-
vidual stands above the law, regardless of that person's background or the office
that he or she holds. Just as there are laws that address the behavior of general
citizens, so there are laws that focus on the behavior of public officials. Those
laws generally set limits on the powers of these officials or prescribe the procedures

Ru!eof!aw The prاทcاpاe
that a standard of

:'mpartia!!ty, fa!rness, and

equa!!tyaga!nstwh!cha!!

governmenta! act!ons can
be eva!uated exists. More

narrow!y, this !nc!udes the

concept that noاndاvاduaا
stands above the !aw and that

ru!ers, !ike tliose they rule,
areanswerableto the law.
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they must use in carrying out their duties. hJnder the rule-of-law principle, those
limits and prescriptions must be adhered to if the American constitutional system
is to function properly.

No one is exempt from the rule-of-law principle. In August 1974, for example,
president Richard M. Nixon resigned in the face of charges that he took part in
a criminal cover-up of White House involvement in  a break-in at the Democratic
Party's national headquarters at the Watergate office complex in Washington,
DC. Although Nixon and many of his supporters perceived the Watergate
cover-up as a relatively minor offense, the president's attempt to circumvent the
law resulted in enough political pressure to bring about the first presidential res-
ignation in American history. Nixon and others learned that no public official,
not even the president, stands above the law.

Prlnc!p!6 2: Repub!!can!sm
Despite the phrase “We the People,” the Framers questioned the ability of the
American people to rule themselves directly. In turning to republicanism, the
Framers created a government in which decisions are made by elected or appointed
officials who are ultimately answerable to the people. The Framers opposed estab-
lishing a direct democracy because they distrusted htrman nature and the capacity
of ordinary citizens to govern themselves.

We know something about the Framers' views on democracy thanks to docu-
ments such as ế Federalist Papers, a series of editorials that James Madison,
Alexander Hamilton, and John Jay wrote in 1788 in support of ratification of the
Constitution. In “Federalist No. 10,” Madison argued that democracies “have
ever been spectacles of turbulence and contention; have ever been found incom-
patible with personal security, or the rights of property; and have ever been as
short in their lives, as they have been violent in their deaths.”35

What did the Framers see in republicanism that they did not see in direct
democracy? Again, we turn to “Federalist No. 10,” in which Madison argued
that the problems of government could be traced to the "mischieff of faction.” He
defined a faction as a group that puts its shared interests ahead of the rights of
others or the interests of the community as a whole, ؛ese self-serving factions
can be small or large; they can even include a majority of the people. According
to Madison, all factions pose a threat to the general well-being of society. Be-
cause the causes of faction are basic to human nature, eliminating them is impos-
sible. ؛us, if any government is to serve the general interest of the people, it
must be designed so that the potentially destructive power of factions can be
eliminated or controlled.^.

Madison and the Framers favored a republican form of government in which
the people had some voice, but that voice was fi ltered through their representa-
tives. ؛e community was to be governed “by persons holding their offices . . . for
a limited time or during good behavior.'"! And although all officials would be
answerable to the people, some would be more insulated from public pressure
than others. Members of the House of Representatives were to have the most
exposure: ؛ey alone would be elected directly by the American voters, and they
would have comparatively brief terms: two years. Senators and the president were
assigned longer terms and, under the original provisions of the Constitution, the

Repub!!can!sm Adoctdne
of government in which
decisions are made by
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.،4Ắهغ،د٠  people did not elect them directly. Instead, state legislators se-
lected senators, and the Electoral College, with members se-
lected by the states, chose the president, ^tese methods were
later changed by constitutional amendments and by the action of
state legislatures, which effectively left the selection of the elec-
tors up to voters (see Chapter 8). Supreme Court judges received
additional protection from the whims of constantly changing
public opinion: Ъеу were given lifetime appointments and could
be removed only through the lengthy and difficult process called
impeachment (see the discussion later in this chapter).

Although the Framers felt impelled to take these precau-
tions, they never lost sight of the basic principle of republican-
ism: that the ultimate responsibility of government officials is to
the American public.

Pr!nc!p!e 3: Separation of Powers
The principle of the separation of powers is also linked to the
effort to control factions. By splitting governmental authority
among several branches of government and giving each an area of
primary responsibility, the Framers sought to minimize the possi-
bility that one faction could gain control. “I accumulation of all
powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary, in the same hands,”
states Madison in "Federalist No. 51,” "may justly be pronounced
the very definition of tyranny.'^2 Uus, to help avoid tyranny, the
power to make, to execute, and to judge the law was divided among
the three branches: Congress, the presidency, and the courts.

Uis principle was an important one for the Framers, who de-
bated for many hours about the design of the national government.
The Idea was to distribute powers among the three branches, not to
increase the efficiency of the government but to prevent efficiency,
which tliey regarded as potentially dangerous.« Each branch was
to be independent of the others when exercising its governmental
authority. In this way, the American public would be protected
against the tyranny that Madison and others so feared.

The Framers reinforced this principle in several ways beyond
just giving each institution a distinct role in government. The

Constitution makes certain that those holding a position in one branch will not
serve in either of the other branches at the same time. Over the years, this prohi-
bition has been both tightened and loosened in practice. During the I960s, for
example. Supreme Court associate justice Abe Fortas withdrew from his nomi-
nation to be chiefjustice after it was revealed that he had provided advice to his
old friend Lyndon Johnson and that he had sat in on political meetings at the
Johnson White House.^^ Uen again, members of Congress have been allowed to
serve as reserve officers in the U.S. military—a situation that places them under
the command of the president while they are in uniform.«

The separation of powers was also reinforced by the Framers through the dif-
ferent constituencies and term lengths assigned to the various branches of the
national government. On the one hand, the eligible voters of the respective
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Little is known of what the Framers were think-

ing as they developed the various provisions of
the Constitution. Their ideas became clearer

during the ratification debate, when advocates
wrote pamphlets and editorials supporting pas-
sage. The Federalist Papers, among the most
often cited of those writings, were authored
under the pen name of Publius by James Madi-
son, John Jay, and Alexander Hamilton in their
efforts to get New York to ratify.

Separation of powers The
division of the powers to
make, execute, and judge
the law among the three
branches of American

government: Congress, the
presidency, and the courts.
This principle was adopted
by the Framers to prevent
tyranny and factionalism in
tlie government.
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districts, for example, directly elect members of the House of Representatives

every two years. U.S. senators, on the other hand, were originally selected by the

legislatures of their states for six-year terms, implying strongly that they repre-

sented the interests of the state governments that sent them to Washington. The

design of the Electoral College, which was to select the president (see the discus-

sion earlier in this chapter and that in Chapter 8), was intended to guarantee that

the winner would regard the entire nation as his constituency during a four-year

term in office. Along with the lifetime appointment, the elaborate process set up

for naming federal court judges—nomination by the president and confirmation

by the Senate—was intended to guarantee that those positions were filled by

people who were more accountable to the law than to shifting political moods.

Pr!nc!p!e 4: Checks and Ba.ances
Although separation of powers provides iirdependent roles for Congress, the presi-

deney, and the courts, the principle of checks and balances forces them to work

together. By giving each institution the capability of counterbalancing the authority

of the other branches, the Constitution makes these institutions interdependent.

Checks and ba!ances Ttie

principle that lets ttie

executive, legislative, and

judicial branches share some

responsibilities and gives
each branch some control

over the others' activities.

The major support for
checks and balances comes

from the Constitution's

distribution of shared

powers.

Veto The president's power

to reject legislation passed

by Congress. Vetoes can be

overruled by a two-thirds
vote of both chambers of

Congress.

The Veto. The key element in the system of checks and balances is the distribu-

tion of shared powers among the three branches of government. Each branch

depends on the others to accomplish its objectives, but each also acts as a coun-

terweight to the others (see Figure 2.3). The president’s power to veto, or reject,

legislation checks the legislative actions of Congress. The veto, in turn, can be

overridden by a two-thirds vote of both chambers of Congress.

Although the veto can be a powerful presidential tool, some critics have com-

plained that it is of limited value because it leaves the president with no alterna-

tive but to either sign or veto an entire bill. The president has had no option for

dealing with a specific provision of a bill that he finds troublesome. Many state

constitutions give their governors line-item veto power, which permits them to

strike out a particular clause of a bill that comes before them. In 1995, Congress

passed a limited version of a presidential line-item veto, but in June 1998 the U.S.

Supreme Court declared the act unconstitutional.

Congressional Authorization. Congress can restrict presidential power In a va-

riety of other ways. Beyond the powers granted to the president in the Constitu-

tion, presidents must have congressional authorization to undertake any official

course of action. In recent decades, however. Congress has often allowed the

White House considerable flexibility in many areas, and presidents have used

their “executive” control over government agencies (see Chapters 12 and 13) to

counter congressional constraints.

Confirmation and Ratification. The Senate may also check the president’s power

by using its right to confirm or reject presidential nominees for judicial and

executive positions. Although the Senate rarely says no during these confirmation

procedures, many such nominations have been withdrawn (or have never been

submitted) because they were unlikely to get the necessary votes. The process can

become very contentious, however. As noted earlier, when President Obama nom-

inated Merrick Garland to replace Justice Scalia in March 2016, the Republican

Congressional

authorization Tlie power of

Congress to provide the

president with the riglit to

carry out legislated policies.

Confirmation The power of

the U.S. Senate to approve

or disapprove a presidential
nominee for an executive or

judicial post.
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٠ President recommends legislation;
can sign or veto bills.

٠ Makes treaties; calls special sessions.

legislative Branch Executive Branch

House and Senate President, executive and
cabinet departments, agencies

Makes latvs
(can veto each other's bills) Enforces laws

٠ Senate confirms appointments and ratifies treaties.
٠ Congress creates agencies, provides funds, can

override vetos, and can impeach and remove the
president; oversees executive branch activities.

٠ Senate confirms federal judges.
٠ Congress creates lower courts

and determines jurisdiction,
except for the original
jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court; can impeacti and
remove judges. -

٠ Appoints federal judges.
" Enforces court decisions.

Judicial Branch

٠ Can declare executive
actions unconstitutional.

٠  Issues injunctions.

٠ Can declare laws
unconstitutional.

Supreme Court and
lower courts

Interprets laws

FIGURE 2.3 Separation of Powers and Checks and Balances
Under separation of powers, governmental authority is divided among the three branches: Congress exercises the power to make
laws; the president exercises the power to execute laws; and the courts have the powertojudge disputes that arise under the laws.
A system of checks and balances provides each branch with a means to counterbalance the authority of the other two, thus making
the three branches interdependent.

majority in the Senate took the unprecedented stand that it would not give consid
eration to any nomination until after the presidential elections later that year.

The Senate also has the authority to approve or disapprove treaties through its
treaty ratification powers. Although a president may negotiate and tentatively
commit the United States to a formal treaty agreement with another country
(e.g., Mexico, Japan) or international actor (e.g., the European Union), he or she
is required to seek the advice and consent of the Senate in the form ofa two-thirds
vote. Although it may seem that this would involve an “up or down” vote on the
submitted treaty, the Senate has often used the ratification process to inject “res-
ervations" into provisions that in some cases can significantly alter the meaning
and implementation of the treaty. Much depends on the subject of the treaty

Treaty ratification The
power ofthe U.S. Senate to
approve or disapprove
formal treaties negotiated
by the president on behalf
of the nation.
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(Is it an arms control agreement? A trade pact?) and whether some influential
member of the Senate has a special interest in some of the treaty's provisions.

Appropriations. The control of the public sector's purse strings by Congress is
another powerful check on presidential power. Although the president recom-
mends a budget for Congress to consider each year, the actual decision about how
much to appropriate to agencies and programs is in the hands of the House and
the Senate (see Chapter 11, on Congress).

Ue budget and appropriations process that has developed over the years has
become slow and arduous, and as a result some agencies constantly face a "fund-
ing gap" that can lead to temporary shutdowns. Increasingly, Congress has had
to pass "continuing resolutions” which allow programs to spend at last year's level
until Congress completes the process. Proposals to reform the basic process have
been generated by both liberals and conservatives.

In recent years this process has also been a contentious one because the deep
partisan divide that characterized the congressional-presidential relationship during
the Obama years has led to a growing number of threatened and actual government
shutdowns. Most shutdowns are temporary and technical, typically affecting a spe-
cific agency or programs that for some reason had not been funded. Other shut-
downs are driven by political differences, and those typically end with short-term
compromises over government spending that last until the next budget year.

Impeachment. Tire ultimate restraint on presidential (and also judicial) author-
ity, however, resides in the power of Congress to remove a president or other
public official from office. Impeachment is based on Article II, Section 4, of the
Constitution, which holds that "the President, Vice President and all civil Offi-
cers of the United States, shall be removed from Office on Impeachment for, and
Conviction of. Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” Such
removals involve two steps:

1. The House of Representatives votes articles of impeachment, or formal
charges, against the official.

2. Once impeached, the official is tried by the U.S. Senate. If found guilty by
a vote of the Senate, the official is removed from his or her position.

The impeachment process has only been applied twice to sitting presidents—
Andrew Johnson in 1868 and Bill Clinton in 1998. In both instances the Senate
found them not guilty and they fi lled out the remainder of their terms.

Impeachment A formal
charge of misconduct
brouglit against a federal
public official by the House
of Representatives. If found
guilty of the charge by the
Senate, the official is
removed from office.

Judicial review The power
assumed by the courts in
Marbury v. Madison to
declare acts of Congress to
be in conflict witlitlie

Constitution. This power
makes the courts part of the
system of checks and
balances.

Judicial Review. The most significant check that the courts have is found in their
power of judicial review, by which they can declare acts of Congress to be in
conflict with the Constitution. Although not explicitly provided for in the Con-
stitution, the power of judicial review was established in the case of Marbury V.
Madison (1803). (See the discussion of this concept in Chapter 14.) The power of
Congress over the courts derives in part from its constitutional  authority to create
or abolish any court other than the Supreme Court. Congress can also impeach
and remove judges.
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office Terms. The principle of checks and balances is strengthened by the differ-
ent methods of selecting officials, which the Framers believed would ensure that
the different branches represented different public perspectives. Variations in
terms of office were intended to add a further check. For example, senators
sponding from the perspective of their six-year terms in office, were expected to
act in a more measured and conservative way than their peers in the House, who
have only two-year terms.

In setting up the elaborate system of checks and balances, the Framers pitted
the three branches of government against one another. This has resulted in a slow
and ponderous system that often ftustrates officials who are trying to deal quickly
with critical issues. Too-rapid decision making, however, was exactly what the
Framers feared. More often than many of US like, the system works the way they
planned it to: deliberately and with care.

Principle 5: National Supremacy
Earlier we pointed out that the U.S. Constitution provides for a federal system
in which national and state governments divide the authority of American gov-
ernment. Such a complex arrangement can work only if there is some principle
that helps government officials settle fundamental disagreements among the
different levels of government. If such a principle did not exist, then "the au-
thority of the whole society” would be “everywhere subordinate to the authority
of the parts." ^at, argued Madison, would have created a “monster” in which
the head was under the control of its member parts.

In the American constitutional system, that principle is nationH supremacy.
As noted earlier in this chapter, the supremacy clause of Article VI of the Consti-
tution makes the Constitution and those laws and treaties passed under it the
“supreme Law of the Land.” As you will see in Chapter 3, which discusses

re-

National supremacy The
principle-stated in Article
VI, the "supremacy clause"—
that makes the Constitution
and those laws and treaties

passed under it the
"supreme law of the land."
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federalism and intergovernmental relations, that principle has been a central factor
in the evolution of the American federal system. It is impossible to understand the
operations ofAmerican government today without grasping the meaning of feder-
alism and the role of the national supremacy principle in American government.

The Case for—and Against—the
living Constitution

"

^rere is little controversy over the assertion that the Framers fulfilled their obli-
gations as constitution makers. They provided a foundation for the American
constitutional system through the establishment of "We the People” as a source
of constitutional legitimacy, and they put into place the basic structures neces-
sary to make, enforce, and adjudicate laws. Just as important, they established an
elaborate system of power that distributed the functions of governing among
different branches and levels of government, while addressing the need to limit
those powers or their abusive exercise. Moreover, they allowed for both formal
and non-formal (e.g., through constitutional interpretation and construction)
means of bringing about constitutional changes that gave the system a chance of
surviving over the long haul.

Whether the Framers succeeded in establishing a constitutional system that
would survive over time is an important question. Initially, this question took the
form of asking whether the Framers had built governmental machinery that
would operate effectively in the relatively homogeneous and stable environment
that characterized pre-Civil War America. Eventually, the question became
whether the Framers' handiwork would prove to be adaptable to the tumult and
demands that characterized the industrialized and urbanized America that

emerged in the late ISOOs. As noted earlier, the myth of the living constitution
was part of the response to that concern.

Those who adhere to the myth of the living constitution credit the Framers
with creating more than just the machinery of government. In their view, the
Framers also created a constitutional system that is endowed with the capacity to
withstand all kinds of adverse conditions and challenges, including changing
technologies, public values, and mores.

As noted at the outset of this chapter, those who adhere to the “originalist”
perspective favored by Justice Scalia argue that the myth of the living constitution
is not necessarily a good thing and that today’s constitutional system has become
subject to some questionable interpretations that threaten to undermine the foun-
dations of our constitutional system. TEey argue tliat we have paid too great a
price for the changes brought about through the living-constitution approach. For
them, the value of the Framers' Constitution lies not in its capacity to adapt but
in its ability to provide a firm foundation on which problems can be solved and
controversies resolved. In advocating for vierving the Constitution as a founda-
tional document that ought not be tampered rvith, Scalia and his colleagues are
essentially creating a counter myth-the myth of the enduring constitution. The
Constitution “means today not what current society and much less the Court
thinks it ought to mean, but what it meant when it was adopted.

»50
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Although originahsm and the living constitution perspectives are central to the
current debate over the meaning of the Constitution, they are not the only views on
this important question. A third and more critical approach argues that the so-
called living constitution has not adapted well to the demands of modern times and
the changing values of the American people. For individuals with this view, the
Framers' Constitution continues to reflect the antidemocratic biases and fears of its

authors; it was established to limit change rather than promote adaptation to chang-
ing conditions. ؛؟ From this perspective, the Constitution is a political document
that has been used to promote the interests of those in power, and it is only through
major political movements that relevant constitutional changes can be made.52

Still another view is represented by an approach best articulated by justice
Hugo Black, who served on tlie Supreme Court from 1937 to 1971. Black took a
position that can be described as simple textualismP According to this approach,
the meaning of the Constitution should be derived literally from a "plain read-
ing” of the tvords used in the document, dhere was no need to try to uncover what
the Framers meant or intended by the words, he would argue. Just take the words
themselves for guidance. If the First Amendment states that “Congress shall
make no law,” then the Court should follow those words literally. At the same
time, if the Constitution does not mention the term “privacy,” then the Court
should avoid implying that there is a right to privacy.

Others, such as Associate Justice Stephen Breyer, take a more pragmatic ap-
proach to making sense of what the Constitution means. For Breyer, the Framers
established two principles regarding liberty in the Constitution. The first was “neg-
ative liberty,” a principle that sets limits on the ability of government to interfere
with our basic freedoms. The second principle was that of "active liberty,” whereby
the Constitution favors policies that result from democratic participation and civic
engagement. After many years as a Supreme Court justice, Breyer regards those
two rules as guiding principles for making sense of the Constitution when he is
called on to decide important cases.

The lesson to be drawn from this discussion is that making sense of the U.S.
Constitution is not easy, and that even some of the nation's leading legal minds
have taken different paths when trying to understand the country's foundational
document and how it is to be applied. Ue myth of the living Constitution is just
one among several such paths.

Conclusion
Americans have developed a complex relationship with the Constitution in their
efforts to make sense of the gap between their urge for democracy and the un-
democratic provisions of that document. In public opinion polls and in other
forums, Americans continue to express a reverential pride in our constitutional
system, and few advocate radical changes in the structure of government estab-
lished by the Constitution. For most, in fact, the document represents the Amer-
lean people as a nation.55

In an important sense, what many (perhaps most) Americans have developed
over the years is what Sanford Levinson has called “constitutional faith”—that is,
a “wholehearted attachment to the Constitution as the center of one's (and ulti-
mately the nation’s) political life."5٥ As an act of faith, this attachment does not
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need to be justified with clear reasons linked to some benefits gained from it, nor

can it be easily undermined by the expressed dissatisfactions with the inequalities

and injustices that sometimes result from the constitutional exercise of authority,

^at is why sense-making myths play such a significant role in how we relate to

the American constitutional system.

For many Americans, believing in a living constitution not only helps US un-
derstand how a document written more than two centuries ago is able to operate

as well as it does today but also allows US to have some faith in the system's ability

to deal with the uncertainties of the future. Nevertheless, it would be a mistake

to give In to blind faith; this is one reason why there are powerful and credible

alternatives to the myth of the living constitution. Those who see the firndamen-

tal principles of the Framers as an enduring anchor believe in a constitution that

provides for sound and time-tested guidance in an era of constant turmoil and

change. Their constitutional faith is not weaker; it is just based on a different

myth. The same can be said of those whose constitutional faith is based on the

hope that through open political deliberation, the system's rules can be used to

make American government more democratic and more just in the ftiture.
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Focus Quest؛ons Review
government officials, as well as ordinary citizens, must
obey the law and that there exists a higlier (constitu-
tional) standard against whicti laws made by legisla-
tures can be measured, llie colonial experience of
self-government and the political philosophy of the
Enlightenment espoused by such writers as Hobbes
and Locke also helped guide the Constitution's
Framers.

1. What were the circumstances surrounding the fram-
Ing of the Constitution? >>>
The Framers of the Constitution came together to
solve fundamental problems that had arisen under
the Articles of Confederation.

2. What were the important traditions underlying the
Constitution? >>>
The roots of the Constitution can be found in the Brit-

ish legal tradition, including the principles that
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3. What do the var!ous prov!slons of the Const!tut!on
accomp!!sh?>>>
The Constitution's Framers accomp!!shed a number of
purposes, !nc!ud!ng the foااowاng^
٠  Estab!!5h!ng the !eghlmacy of the government of

the ٧n!ted States as com!ng dاrectاy from the

٠ D!v!d!ng author!ty within the new nat!ona! govern-
ment among the !egis!ative, execut!ve, and jud!c!a!
branches of government,-

" Descr!b!ng the de!egated and implied powers of
the national government;

٠ At the same time, setting limits on botti national
and state power; and

٠ Specifying the rules for amending the Constitution.

From the perspective ofttie myth of the living con-
stitution, those principles have been the primary
means by wtiich the Framers' handiwork has been
adapted to deal with the challenges of today's world.

Alternatively, those principles can be regarded as en-
during precepts of the Framers that should be used to
guide government officials in turbulent times or as the
basic rules through which the constitutional system can
be made to serve the political urge for greater fairness
and justice and enhanced democratic participation.

5. What are the different approaclies that can be
applied to making sense of the Constitution? >>>
In recent years, the "living constitution" metaphor
has dominated t!linking about our constitutional
system, but that t!linking has been challenged by
Justice Scalia's "originalism" approach that stressed
the "enduring" principles establislied at the time of
the Constitution's framing. Alternative perspectives,
such as simple textualism, attributed tojustice Flugo
Black, have also played a role in how we make sense
of our elaborate system of government.

4. What are the major principles of American
constitutionalism? >>>
The Framers established in the Constitution the funda-

mental principles of American government: the rule of
law, republicanism, the separation of powers, the system
of checks and balances, and national supremacy.

Review Quest؛ons
1. "Many of today's politicians believe 'compromise' is a dirty word. What they fail

to realize is tliat our constitutional system was founded on the willingness of
the Framers to compromise." Explain tills statement in liglit of what you have
learned about the foundations of the American Constitution. Do you agree or
disagree with the opinion? Why or why not?

2. "The U.S. Constitution was a reflection of its times, but times change and so
should our Constitution." Many Americans would agree with this statement.
There can be little doubt that our constitutional system has changed over time
through a process of amendment and adaptation. But has it changed enough?
Is our constitutional system appropriate to deal with the demands oftlie
twenty-first century? Do we need to consider calling a new constitutional con-
vention to "reconstitute" our constitutional system?

For more Information and access to study materials,
visit the book's companion website at
www.oup.com/us/gitelson.




